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Introduction

This presentation will outline my current dissertation research.

Primary Goals

I Introduce Monte Carlo designs
I What? Why? How?
I How are results typically presented?

I Use this as a springboard for a discussion on how such
presentations might be improved.

I Provide an R package, SimDisplay that integrates with
SimDesign and extends ggplot2 to aid in this endeavor.

This project is currently in the proposal stage, so feedback would be
greatly appreciated!



Monte Carlo Designs. . .

Monte Carlo Simulation Studies (MCSS) provide a pivotal
foundation for research in Quantitative Psychology, and in applied
statistics at large.
They have been used to:

I Assess the performance of the RMSEA in SEM models with
small degrees of freedom (Kenny et al., 2015)

I Examine the e�ects of skewness and kurtosis in linear mixed
models (Arnau et al., 2013)

I Investigate the behaviour of statistics (such as Pearson’s R) at
various sample sizes (Schönbrodt and Perugini, 2013)
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. . . are here to stay!

MCSS are used in a wide variety of fields and for many purposes:
I To help estimate if lower income areas have more pedestrian

casualties (Noland et al., 2013)
I To create projections of teen pregnancy rates (Sayegh et al.,

2010)

Within Psychology

A cursory search for peer reviewed articles using the search string
all(“Monte Carlo Simulation”) in scholarly journals on
PsycINFO alone yielded an evident relationship...
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Within Psychology

MCSS are especially prevalent in the pages of Multivariate
Behavioral Research and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). In
fact, these two journals have printed essential guides for researchers:

I Skrondal (2000): Design and analysis of Monte Carlo
experiments: Attacking the conventional wisdom

I Paxton, Curran, Bollen, et al. (2001): Monte Carlo
experiments: Design and implementation

I Boomsma (2013): Reporting Monte Carlo studies in Structural
Equation Modeling
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Monte Carlo Simulation Studies

What are Monte Carlo Simulation Studies? Why do we care?

MCSS are experiments in which certain parameters, which are
known and fixed by the researcher, are used to generate random
data and then estimate the behavior of other statistics. This is
repeated over many iterations, and across many conditions.



Monte Carlo Simulation Studies

For example, we could:
I Evaluate the performance of a new statistic
I Investigate the performance of a statistic under various

assumption violations
I Determine Power or Type I error rates for various designs
I Determine how well we recover parameters under various

conditions
I Simulate ‘realistic’ data to address hard to study phenomena



Monte Carlo Simulation Studies

For SEM in particular, MCSS are an excellent approach for
evaluating estimators and goodness-of-fit statistics under a variety
of conditions, model complexity, and model misspecification.
As stated by Paxton et al., “. . . many topics in SEM would benefit
from an empirical analysis through Monte Carlo methods” (2001,
p. 288).



Conducting MCSS Research

1. Develop a theoretically derived research question
2. Create a valid model
3. Design specific experimental conditions
4. Choose values for the population parameters
5. Choose an appropriate software package
6. Execute the simulation and repeat
7. Determine a file storage solution
8. Troubleshoot and verify
9. Summarize results



Brief Example

Can we use likelihood di�erence approach to detect di�erential item
functioning for multi-dimensional IRT models?1

I Investigate false detection rates (FDR, or type I DIF tests for
detecting no di�erence between groups), where the underlying
item structure for all items is equivalent across the two groups.

I Investigate power, where a true di�erence exists for the slope
of one or more particular items across the groups on one of the
underlying factors.

1

Sigal and Chalmers, forthcoming.



Brief Example

Four design variables were explored to determine their e�ect on
detection rates:

I number of items (10, 15, 30)
I sample size per group (250, 500, 1000, 2000)
I number of items with DIF (0, 1, 2, or 3)
I for the conditions with DIF, also manipulated the amount of

DIF (medium or small)

Final Design
After removing redundant cells, we have 12 FDR and 72 DIF
conditions: 84 total cells.



MCSS Presentation

How are results from such designs presented? Are they done in a
meaningful way?
In previous work, methods for conveying the findings from MCSS
have been given little attention.
For instance, Paxton et al. (2001) state that results can be
presented descriptively, graphically, and inferentially but provide
little detail on how to do so.



MCSS Presentation

“...reading results from Monte Carlo studies in whatever form should
be a revelatory task, not a ba�ing puzzlement."

–Boomsma, 2013, p. 534.



Prototypical Results

The following table is from Ramsey & Ramsey (2009), presented in
the British Journal of Mathematical and Statistical Psychology.
Straight forward simulation design:

I Goal:
I to compare the performance of 10 pairwise multiple comparison

procedures (MCPs)
I Design:

I degree of heteroskedasticity (c, equal variance, and multiplied
by 2, 4, and 10)

I number of groups (k, from 4 to 8)
I sample size per group (n, from 2 to 500)

I Primary output:
I Type I error rates from full true null models







. . . and it is still going!



Even so, this table ignores:
I Many of the sample size comparisons

I none of the (many) sample size conditions that pertain to
unequal groups

I The number of groups factor. . .
I this entire table only refers to k = 4!



So. . .

I MCSS designs are important.
I Presenting results via tables is the classic approach
I . . . however, presenting the results in this manner might not be

very illuminating.



Dissertation

I Primary goal is to catalogue and improve methods for finding
trends in complex tables, such as those from MCSS designs

I Take principals from information design theory
I Apply these findings across three broad categories of

approaches:
I Improving Static Tables
I Graphical Approaches
I Interactive Approaches

I Provide an R package, SimDisplay that integrates with
SimDesign to make such presentations easy.



Static Methods

Static tables can convey substantial amounts of information and
should still be recognized as a suitable method for presenting MCSS
results, if thoughtfully constructed.

Recommendations

I Use emphasis to signify important results (bold, italics)
I If possible, use color for added impact
I Present the rows and columns in a meaningful way

I Use e�ects ordering and/or rotation (e.g., manipulate rows
using clustering algorithms)



Table 1: . . . and this is only 12 of the 72 rows!

N Items nDIF sDIF Average P Percent < .05
250 10 2 1 0.13 0.66
500 10 2 1 0.08 0.8
1000 10 2 1 0.05 0.87
2000 10 2 1 0.03 0.93
250 15 2 1 0.09 0.76
500 15 2 1 0.05 0.85
1000 15 2 1 0.04 0.9
2000 15 2 1 0.02 0.95
250 30 2 1 0.07 0.82
500 30 2 1 0.05 0.87
1000 30 2 1 0.03 0.93
2000 30 2 1 0.02 0.96

Detection rates by sample size and number of items in the situation where 2 items

should exhibit large DIF.



Table 2: Sorted by Sample Size

N Items nDIF sDIF Average P Percent < .05
250 10 2 1 0.13 0.66
250 15 2 1 0.09 0.76
250 30 2 1 0.07 0.82
500 10 2 1 0.08 0.8
500 15 2 1 0.05 0.85
500 30 2 1 0.05 0.87
1000 10 2 1 0.05 0.87
1000 15 2 1 0.04 0.9
1000 30 2 1 0.03 0.93
2000 10 2 1 0.03 0.93
2000 15 2 1 0.02 0.95
2000 30 2 1 0.02 0.96



Graphical Methods

As with many statistical analyses, graphical methods should be
utilized for exploring MCSS results.
Such methods range from stylized presentation of the raw table:

I e.g., heatmaps/tableplots with exact values overlaid
I Created with sensible values for shading
I For designs with 3 or more dimensions, utilize marginal tables

or facet to see various relationships





Graphical Methods

Considering how large these tables can be, it is useful to think of
graphical approaches that make it easier to see what is happening.

I Extend the tableplot framework (Kwan et al., 2009)
I semi-graphic display that uses both numbers and symbols (with

sizes, colors, shapes providing additional information)
I originally designed for EFA/CFA, but underlying idea can be

extended.
I Treat simulation conditions as ANOVA designs

I so-called ‘meta-models’
I utilize e�ect plots for the design variables

I Utilize dimension reduction techniques, such as
hypothesis-error (HE) plots (Friendly, 2007)

I Design cells presented as points on graphic



Interactive Methods

The above methods are worth pursuing for showing static slices of
our results, but it would be better to be able to manipulate the data
on the fly.
Interactive displays allow for the dynamic exploration of complex
tables and figures. Such a display could allow for changes in:

I sorting and filtering of variables
I incorporating shading or altering the scale
I live search
I pop-up text (e.g., cell identification on HE plot)



SimDisplay

Some of these ideas have already been implemented in SimDisplay.
Utility Functions:

I
get_design_levels() and get_sim_levels(): Extract design and result

vectors from dataframe.

I
sim_design_check(): Check properties of SimDesign dataframe and return for

analysis

Core Features:
I

convert_df(): Convert a dataframe to a SimDesign object.

I
generic plot() method: quick access to various faceted views of a dataframe

I
ftable() and xtable() methods: formatted output for static numerical tables

(either to console or to LaTeX)

I
tableplot() method to generate static semi-graphic displays

I
shinySim() takes a SimDesign dataframe and creates an interactive applet.



SimDisplay

SimDisplay includes a dataframe object, tsimresults, with the
results of a small simulation study on how the t-statistic behaves
under various sample size, group size, and standard deviation ratio
conditions, when evaluated with and without the Welch correction.

devtools::install_github("mattsigal/SimDisplay")

library(SimDisplay)

data(tsimresults)

str(tsimresults)

head(tsimresults)

library(shiny, quietly = TRUE)

runApp(shinySim(tsimresults))



Thank you!

Slides available at: www.matthewsigal.com/teaching

www.matthewsigal.com/teaching
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